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Within The Aerosol Can 

 Aerosol can. That’s where I begin. It’s so obvious. I’m there on the concrete post, a 

foundation for a vagabond’s home. Atop stretches a rich man’s road. Stolen, shared, honestly 

bought, God knows where I come from. Maybe my stains are street-made from the drunken night 

brawlers that billow aimlessly at one another, mimicking the flailing arms of a hackneyed car lot 

air dancer. When I’m seen on the wall, onlookers could perceive me to be the tainted blood 

beaten onto a cascading pattern of pillars. Maybe they see a game of cat-and-mouse; a war of 

paint and colors orchestrated by up and coming tag bangers.  Perhaps I’m just innocent art from a 

failed artist. But it’s breaking the law, they say. Paint’s not hurting anyone, art enthusiasts agree. 

I’m in the hands of an instigator. I form cruel words that reek of chemicals and prejudice. I’m 

vandalized free speech. I try to wake up the world on a slab that doesn’t require monthly 

payments, with the risk of getting caught for illicit activity. I might be in the hands of the 17-

year-old rebel, using my skin as a symbol of the authority that he was never given. Black over 

blue over red over neon-green. Layers of attempted recognition from adolescents to an audience 

that’s not listening. Trying to climb the ladder of a diving board - it’s going to take you down 

anyways. Each persona smears a little more of me on the cement pillar, until I become an 

outdoor art gallery. Possibly a museum. When I’m fresh, I drip down the surface I’ve been 

sprayed upon. It’s comparable to tears of worried mothers, beaten bodies, and running noses. I’m 

frozen. Harsh weather locks me in place. Unspeakable things happen around me that no one else 

will know. Widow-maker? Maybe. Crime? Who’s to say? I see the truth around me; a truth 

human’s conceal to cope with life’s dark side. You’ve probably guessed by now. I wait, 

compressed, waiting to be shaken up, for someone to push my button, so that I can shoot out and 
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express myself. Well, what do you want me to be? Many just choose graffiti. A pathetic, idiotic, 

act. A temporary spectacle before I’m painted over. As if a Band-Aid for a bullet wound is 

standard procedure. Open your eyes and look beyond the writing on the wall. Haven’t had a 

chance to see me? I’m not going anywhere except the pillar behind me.  

 Rewind. Aerosol can. That’s where I’ll begin. My shiny label reads “Fifteen Percent Off.” 

It makes me more attractive. I’m unique because of my name, and the rest of my kind sits a 

couple rows back. Music drones out the squeaking of shopping carts and echoing bar scanners. I 

wait for a few days before a manicured hand, smelling of lemon sanitizer, snatches me off the 

shelf. My metallic ball rattles as I hit the corners of the plastic basket. In a frenzy of motions, I’m 

rolled, bagged, stashed, driven, carried, and dumped onto a counter, along with several other 

articles of paraphernalia. Orchestral music plays from a radio behind a wall decorated with 

exotic art. Grabbed again I’m transferred to another room. The sound level of the music 

increases. It’s smells of wet paint. Bright florescent lamps envelop the pearly white studio, and 

the sound of footsteps treading lightly over sheets carpeting the ground approaches me. A nitrile 

glove seizes me, before violently shaking me to a batter, and finally releasing my hued mist onto 

a large, empty rectangle.  

It’s been two days. I’ve been covered with a sheet, blind from the world. Specks of dust 

have already begun to accumulate as I sit, waiting, peeking through a piece the sheet missed. I sit 

among cardboard boxes and splintered crates. Is this it? I’d rather be tossed under a bridge. At 

least I’d feel the coolness of the grass, and be visited by chirping chickadees. Creak. A door 

opens, sending shadows slivering through the ripples in the cloth. I feel myself being lifted onto 

a cart, and taken to another place. That’s when it happens. My veil is removed. Hundreds of 
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onlookers search my being, looking for a sense of meaning. Then as if a florescent light has 

flashed through their brains, they erupt in applause. A child attempts to poke my canvas. “Billy, 

stop!” His mother hisses frantically as she pulls her rug rat to his proper place...the other side of 

a satin rope. What a thrill it is to be safe among these tiled halls, appreciated, admired. What 

more could I want? A wooden frame, or a marble fountain sounds nice. Yet, part of me lingers 

with the musky gusts of carbon air; stuck with the nightmare in the real world. It’s evening. I 

stare out into the starry night one last time before I return to the darkness of the cloth. 

The stars return into focus, but now I’m staring upward. The breeze rolls me to one side 

of the gravel. The twinkling specks blur out of perspective, and is replaced by a dumpster. I’m 

back in my shell. The artist failed to expend my full potential, and now I’m left to drift in this 

wasteland as urban tumbleweed does. Crunch. Crunch. Quick steps approach. Hope. Somehow 

they’ve realized their mistake. I’ll be home soon; my alter ego painting is tugging at my 

conscience. No. It can’t be. This one’s different. The putrid stench wraps its tendrils around my 

casing before dashing off into the night. 

We approach pillar number twelve. Not even I could escape the inevitable fate of a can of 

paint. By now I’ve recognized the familiar clinking of fellow cans. There are more. I’m pulled 

from beneath the lint-riddled pocket of the night crawler. The sight before me was followed by 

confusion. Who would do this? Why me? Life was exhilarating moments ago, and now I live 

what I looked down upon. I’m rattled. the little emotion left inside me wants to be unchained. 

The hand raises me against the wall. Atomized. I feel myself being twisted into the emotions of 

another on the bricks. I’m left to dry. Time to think. I understand their pain now. I’ve seen both 
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sides of the coin. Look closer at the twelfth pillar back, and work your way forward. It’s the 

same message. “Recognize me. Hear my muffled voice from the aerosol can.” 


